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Abstract: Job satisfaction of lecturers is one of the important factors in producing quality graduates who can support the success of national education goals. The existing phenomenon, lecturer job satisfaction shows a low level of satisfaction. The purpose of this research is to find efforts to increase job satisfaction of Islamic college lecturers in Depok City through the development of organizational climate, transformational leadership and interpersonal communication. These efforts are carried out through the identification of the strengths between these variables. This research is a combination study using a correlational approach and SITOREM Analysis. Correlational statistical methods are used to determine whether organizational climate variables, transformational leadership and interpersonal communication have a positive relationship with lecturer job satisfaction. Scientific Identification Theory to Conduct Operations Research in Educational Management (SITOREM) analysis is used to determine the order of priorities and recommendations for improvement of the indicators needed. The results of the study of 138 Islamic college lecturers in Depok City showed that all variables were positively related to lecturer job satisfaction. The results of the correlation strength sequence based on the highest correlation are organizational climate $r_{y1} = 0.442$ ($p < 0.01$), transformational leadership $r_{y2} = 0.374$ ($p < 0.01$) and interpersonal communication $r_{y3} = 0.214$ ($p < 0.01$). SITOREM Analysis Results show that indicators that need improvement are policies and promotion opportunities. Policy indicators are part of the organizational climate variable, while promotion opportunity indicators are part of the job satisfaction variable. Policy indicators in the organization's climate are followed up with workshops.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Education is one of the keys to the success of the Indonesian people to be able to compete, and side by side with other nations in the world, including higher education, carried out by universities. Only with education can we compete with developed countries, we see our neighboring countries, India, Pakistan and Bangladesh which have carved the names of their scientists in the world of science and technology. University graduates are expected to be able to actualize the nation's competitive ability in all aspects of human life (Fangidae, 2016).

Lecturer job satisfaction is an important factor in producing quality graduates. Lecturers are satisfied that their work will do their job well, the quality of education and learning provided by lecturers to their students will be of good quality so that the purpose of education to produce quality graduates is achieved. Conversely, if lecturer job satisfaction is low, lecturers will tend to work as they wish. As a result, the learning process will not go well. This will result in students not getting less optimal learning. As a result, further students will become graduates whose quality does not match the stated educational goals.

The existing phenomenon, lecturer job satisfaction shows a low level of satisfaction. Findings in the field through a preliminary survey in December 2018, of 30 city Islamic college lecturers in Depok; there are 47% of lecturers who are dissatisfied with salaries and wages received, there are 36% of lecturers who are dissatisfied with promotion opportunities, there are 30% of lecturers who are dissatisfied with relations with colleagues, 43% of lecturers are dissatisfied with supervision superiors, there are 38% of lecturers who are not satisfied with work.
The data shows that the Islamic college lecturers' job satisfaction is still low, especially in Depok. If this condition is left, then it will have an impact on the performance of lecturers, so it is necessary to look for effective efforts to increase lecturer job satisfaction immediately. Therefore it is necessary to research job satisfaction of lecturers and the factors associated with it. This research will focus on the relationship of lecturer job satisfaction with organizational climate factors, transformational leadership and interpersonal communication so that recommendations are obtained for efforts to increase lecturer job satisfaction through these factors.

The problem formulation of this study is, "Can lecturers’ job satisfaction be improved by strengthening organizational climate, transformational leadership and interpersonal communication?"

In detail, the problem is formulated as follows:
1. Is there a relationship between organizational climate and job satisfaction of lecturers?
2. Is there a relationship between transformational leadership and job satisfaction of lecturers?
3. Is there a relationship between interpersonal communication with job satisfaction of lecturers?
4. Is there a relationship between organizational climate, transformational leadership and interpersonal communication together with lecturer job satisfaction?

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1. Job Satisfaction
Colquitt Doghnae (2012) formulates job satisfaction as an emotional state of an individual arising from an assessment of his work, or experiences at work. There are 5 (five) factors that most individuals want to obtain or enjoy while working, namely: a. salary (high and certain), b. promotion (opportunity based on performance and ability), c. Boss supervision (a good working relationship with the boss, and the award), d. coworkers (good and responsible relationship), and e. the work itself (the freedom to realize abilities, creations, achievements, etc.).

Meanwhile, according to Theresia (2018), job satisfaction is a general attitude of an individual towards his job. There are 4 (four) factors that affect job satisfaction: a. challenging jobs, jobs that provide opportunities to use skills and abilities and provide a variety of tasks, freedom and feedback about how well they work, b. Appropriate rewards, employees want a fair payment system, unambiguous and in line with employee expectations, c. supportive working conditions, related to a comfortable work environment and ease of doing work (spatial planning, clean workspace, facilities and assistive devices, temperature and noise level), d. Supportive colleagues, such as mutual respect, loyalty and tolerance between one another, open attitude and intimacy between employees.

2.2. Organizational Climate
Meanwhile, according to Gibson (2010), organizational climate is a set of equipment from a work environment that is felt directly or indirectly by employees who work and assume will be the main force affecting their behaviour in work. Factors affecting organizational climate: a. size and structure, b. leadership patterns, c. system complexity, d. organizational goals, e. communication network.

According to Syauta (2018), organizational climate is a concept that describes the subjective nature or quality of the organization's environment. Classification of organizational climate dimensions is a. responsibility, b. flexibility, c. standard, c. team commitment, d. clarity, e. awards, f. leadership style.

According to Kirkman (2017), organizational climate is a concept that describes the internal atmosphere of the organizational environment felt by its members during their activities to achieve organizational goals. The factors are a. leadership quality, b. trust, c. communication, d. responsibility, f. fair rewards, g. chance, h. control.

Based on the above notions, it can be synthesized that the organizational climate is the employee's perception of the work environment that affects individual behaviour in the organization to achieve organizational goals. The indicators are a. structure, b. leadership, c. policy, d. responsibility, and e. the warmth of the relationship.

2.3. Transformational Leadership
According to Garcia (2012), transformational leadership is leadership that involves inspiring all members to commit to a common vision that gives meaning to the development of their potential and
some issues from new perspectives. The dimensions of transformational leadership are: a. idealized influence/charisma, b. intellectual stimulation / intellectual stimulation, c. individualized consideration / individual attention, d. inspirational motivation / motivation that inspires.

According to Diaz (2011), transformational leadership is a leader who inspires his subordinates to remove his interests for the good of the organization and has a great influence on his subordinates. The dimensions of transformational leadership are: a. idealized influence, a leader who gives vision and mission, the pride of respect and trust, b. inspirational motivation, a leader who communicates expectations, uses symbols to focus efforts, states important goals in a simple way, c. intellectual stimulation, a leader who is able to show intelligence, rationality, and solve problems carefully, d. individual consideration, a leader who gives personal attention, treats his subordinates individually, guides and advises.

Based on the above notions, it can be synthesized that transformational leadership is the behaviour of leaders who involve employees to commit and influence their subordinates to move together to achieve organizational goals. The dimensions/indicators of transformational leadership are: a. idealized influenced, charismatic, being a vision model, b. inspirational motivation, creating clear symbols/images, moving hearts, creating a strategic vision, c. intellectual stimulation has high intelligence, rationality, consistent, d. individual consideration, great attention, empowering, serving, and developing.

2.4. Interpersonal Communication

According to Hargie (2010), interpersonal communication is a verbal exchange of thoughts or ideas with each other. Interpersonal communication can take place effectively if several aspects must be considered by the actors of interpersonal communication. These aspects are a. Open-minded (openness), b. Empathy (empathy), c. supportiveness, d. positive attitude (positiveness), e. equality (equality).

According to Braitwhite (2014), interpersonal communication is communication that flows between individuals face to face and in group situations. Dimensions or factors of interpersonal communication, according to Gibson (2010), are: a. openness, which is the willingness to respond with pleasure to information received, b. honesty, in this case, the nature of sincerity in communicating with other parties, c. good feedback is the recipient's response to the message delivered.

Based on the above meanings, it can be synthesized that interpersonal communication is an interpersonal interaction in exchanging messages and ideas that produce meaning to get mutual agreement. The indicators of interpersonal communication are: a. openness (assessing objectively, responding with enthusiasm, behaviour, b. empathy (understanding other people's positions, self-status, other people's images, not distinguishing), c. positive attitude (showing interest, expressive behaviour, closeness, fission, beliefs, attention), d. the similarity of meaning (atmosphere of similarity, unity of mind), e. feedback (receiving the response, enthusiasm, ongoing response, message delivery).

3. METHODS

This study included all Private Islamic Religious Colleges in Depok, West Java, totaling 7 (seven) tertiary institutions. The seven Islamic colleges are scattered in several areas of the city of Depok. Islamic College is under the coordination of the Ministry of Religion's Director General of High Directorate through the coordinator of private Islamic religious colleges

This study uses a combination of research methods (mixed methods). Mixed methods are research methods that combine two or more methods in the process of gathering and analyzing research. Research data collection is carried out by distributing questionnaires to respondents who have been selected as samples. The results of the questionnaire were collected and recorded to analyze the data to test the research hypotheses and to find out the strength of the relationship between organizational climate, transformational leadership and interpersonal communication with job satisfaction. The data analysis technique used in this study is descriptive and inferential data analysis techniques. Descriptive statistics, namely statistical science that can present data through the most important and relevant data collection and summary to be included in the data analysis tool. While inferential
statistics, namely statistical science that acts as a data analysis tool that has been presented in descriptive statistics.

In this study, the Qualitative Recommendation analysis method is used to supplement the results of Quantitative Research. Implementation of Qualitative Research Methods Conducted using the SITOREM Method. SITOREM stands for "Scientific Identification Theory to Conduct Operations Research in Educational Management", which in general can be interpreted as a scientific method used to identify variables (theory) to carry out "Operational Research" in the field of Education Management(Hardhienata, 2007).

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1. Relationship Between Organizational Climate and Job Satisfaction of Lecturers of Private Islamic Religious Colleges in Depok City

Organizational Climate with Lecturer Job Satisfaction. Contribution of Organizational Climate is shown by the coefficient of determination ($r^2_{y1}$) of 0.1954 which means that Organizational Climate contributes 19.54% to the Job Satisfaction of Lecturers. In comparison, the remaining 80.46% is determined by other variables.

The significant positive relationship between organizational climate and Job Satisfaction has also been proven by the results of previous studies such as those conducted by, among others, Bhutto (2012), which states that organizational climate is significantly related to job satisfaction with a correlation coefficient of 0.685 at a significance level of 0.01 which shows there is a significant positive relationship between Organizational Climate and Job Satisfaction.

In the description of the research data, the total score of the total indicators of the Organizational Climate variable, the value is 4.08, which means it is included in the high category. Besides, from the results of frequency distribution data, there are around 30.43% of lecturers still have low job satisfaction. So, from this data, efforts still need to be increased by the Islamic college organization in Depok so that the lecturers truly feel the organizational climate that supports their work.

The results of the study show the correlation coefficient ($r_{y1}$) of 0.422. This value is not much different from the relevant research results which show that the correlation coefficient between Organizational Climate and Lecturer Job Satisfaction is indeed not so high it is also seen in the contribution of Organizational Climate shown by the correlation coefficient ($r_{y1}$) of 0.1954 which means that Organizational Climate contributes only 19.54% to the Job Satisfaction of Islamic college Lecturers in Depok city. In comparison, the remaining 80.46% is determined by other variables.

This is reinforced by the results of qualitative research by analyzing interviews, observations, documents and FGDs at private Islamic college in Depok City, which indicate that the higher the organizational culture, the higher the lecturer job’s satisfaction will be. Based on the description above, the organizational climate is one of the determining factors in increasing the job satisfaction of Islamic college lecturers in Depok.

4.2. Relationship Between Transformational Leadership and Job Satisfaction of Lecturers of Private Islamic Religious Colleges in Depok City

The correlation coefficient value ($r_{y2}$) of 0.3744 shows a positive relationship between Transformational Leadership and Job Satisfaction of Lecturers. The contribution of Transformational Leadership is shown by the coefficient of determination ($r^2_{y2}$) of 0.1402 which means that Transformational Leadership contributes 14.02% to Lecturer Job Satisfaction. In comparison, the remaining 85.98% is determined by other variables.

The significant positive relationship between Transformational Leadership and Job Satisfaction has also been proven by the results of previous studies as conducted by Braun (2014), which shows that there is a significant relationship between transformational leadership styles on job satisfaction of nurses in private hospitals in Jordan. Correlation coefficient 0.392 with note p 01, thus the results obtained that transformational leadership is related to job satisfaction.

In the description of the research data, the average total score of the Transformational Leadership variable indicators, the value is 4.23, which means that it is included in the high category. Besides, from the results of frequency distribution data, there are around 30.43% of lecturers still have low job satisfaction. So, from this data, efforts still need to be increased by the Islamic College organization in
Depok so that its lecturers feel the influence of transformational leadership in their respective Islamic College.

The results showed the value of the correlation coefficient (r_{y2}) of 0.374. This value is not much different from the relevant research results which show that the correlation coefficient between Transformational Leadership and Lecturer Job Satisfaction is not so high, it can also be seen in the contribution of Transformational Leadership shown by the correlation coefficient (r_{y2}) of 0.1402 which means that Transformational Leadership contributed only 14.02% to the Job Satisfaction of Islamic College Lecturers in the city of Depok, while the remaining 85.98% was determined by other variables (Rajiani,2010).

This is reinforced by the results of qualitative research by analyzing interviews, observations, documents and FGDs at private Islamic college in Depok City, which indicate that the higher the transformational leadership, the higher the lecturer job’s satisfaction will be. Based on the description above, transformational leadership is one of the determining factors in increasing the job satisfaction of Islamic College lecturers in Depok.

**4.3. Relationship Between Interpersonal Communication and Job Satisfaction of Lecturers of Private Islamic Religious Colleges in Depok City**

The correlation coefficient value (r_{y3}) of 0.2148 shows a positive relationship between Interpersonal Communication and Job Satisfaction of Lecturers. The contribution of Interpersonal Communication is shown by the coefficient of determination (r_{y3}^2) of 0.0461 which means that Interpersonal Communication contributes 4.61% to the Job Satisfaction of Lecturers, while the remaining 95.39% is determined by other variables.

The significant positive relationship between Interpersonal Communication and Job Satisfaction has also been proven by the results of previous studies such as that of Fussel (2014), using quantitative and qualitative methods, the results showed that there was a positive relationship between interpersonal communication and teacher job satisfaction with a correlation coefficient of 0.942, the results are obtained that transformational leadership is related to job satisfaction.

In the description of the research data, the total score of the total indicators of Interpersonal Communication variables is 4.28, which means it is included in the high category. Besides, from the results of frequency distribution data, there are around 30.43% of lecturers still have low job satisfaction. So, from this data, efforts still need to be increased by the Islamic College organization in Depok so that its lecturers feel interpersonal communication that supports the environment in their respective Islamic College.

The results showed the correlation coefficient (r_{y3}) of 0.215. This value is far different from the relevant research results, which show that the correlation coefficient between Interpersonal Communication and Lecturer Job Satisfaction is not too high. This can also be seen in the contribution of Interpersonal Communication shown by the correlation coefficient (r_{y3}) of 0.0461, which means that Interpersonal Communication contributes only 4.61% to the Job Satisfaction of Islamic College Lecturers in Depok, while the remaining 95.39% determined by other variables.

This is reinforced by the results of qualitative research by analyzing interviews, observations, documents and FGDs at private Islamic college in Depok City, which indicate that the higher the interpersonal communication, the higher the lecturer job’s satisfaction will be. Based on the description above, interpersonal communication is one of the determining factors in increasing the job satisfaction of Islamic College lecturers in Depok.

**4.4. Relationship Between Organizational Climate, Transformational Leadership and Interpersonal Communication Together with Job Satisfaction of Lecturers of Private Islamic Religious Colleges in Depok City**

The relationship model between Organizational Climate, Transformational Leadership and Interpersonal Communication together with Lecturer Job Satisfaction can be expressed in the multiple linear regression equation \( \hat{Y} = 75.007 + 0.338X_1 + 0.195X_2 + 0.003X_3 \) which means that if the value of Organizational Climate, Transformational Leadership and the value of Interpersonal Communication increases by one unit, it will be followed by an increase in Lecturer Job Satisfaction value of 0.338, 0.195 and 0.003 units with a constant of 75.007. Equation regression \( \hat{Y} = 75.007 + \)
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0.338X_1 + 0.195X_2 + 0.003X_3 can be used to predict job satisfaction score if the score Organizational Climate Lecturer, Transformational Leadership and Interpersonal Communication known.

The value of the multiple correlation coefficient (r_{y123}) of 0.4720 shows a positive relationship between Organizational Climate, Transformational Leadership and Interpersonal Communication, together with lecturer job satisfaction. The contribution of Transformational Leadership and Interpersonal Communication together, indicated by the coefficient of determination (r_{y123}^2) of 0.2230 which means that Organizational Climate, Transformational Leadership and Interpersonal Communication together contribute 22.30% to Satisfaction Lecturer work, while the remaining 78.70% is determined by other variables.

Job satisfaction is employees' perceptions, attitudes and recognition of what they feel happy or unhappy about some aspects of their work. Organizational climate is the employee's perception of the work environment that influences the behaviour of individuals in the organization to achieve organizational goals. Interpersonal communication is interpersonal interaction in exchanging messages or ideas that produce meaning to get mutual agreement. Transformational leadership is the behaviour of leaders who involve employees to commit and influence subordinates to move together to achieve organizational goals (Rajiani, 2011).

The organizational climate tends to contribute to the achievement of shared goals in a way beyond. Transformational leadership motivates followers to internalize and prioritize collective interests that are greater than individual interests to achieve goals. Interpersonal communication encourages individuals to behave, which creates excitement in working and carrying out their duties. Fulfilling a conducive work atmosphere in a healthy organizational climate, effective transformational leadership, interpersonal communication will be built and able to create job satisfaction, so that organizational goals will be achieved.

The value of the multiple correlation coefficient (r_{y123}) of 0.472 shows that a positive relationship between Organizational Climate, Transformational Leadership and Interpersonal Communication, together with Lecturer Job Satisfaction includes a moderate relationship. While the contribution of Organizational Climate, Transformational Leadership and Interpersonal Communication together towards Lecturer Job Satisfaction, shown by the coefficient of determination of 22.30% is also still relatively small, thus, efforts should be made to improve the Organizational Climate, Transformational Leadership together with Interpersonal communication in the Islamic College environment in Depok.

4.5. Sitorem Analysis

![Figure 1. Analysis of SITOREM](image-url)
5. Conclusion

This study was conducted with the aim of finding efforts to improve lecturer job satisfaction through the development of Organizational Climate, Transformational Leadership and Interpersonal Communication with Job Satisfaction of Islamic College Lecturers in Depok City. The effort was made by identifying the strengths of the relationship between these variables. Based on the results of the analysis, discussion of research results and hypotheses that have been tested, it can be concluded as follows:

Based on data analysis, the results of the study concluded that:

1. There is a positive relationship between the organization climate and lecturer job’s satisfaction, with a correlation coefficient of 0.1954 or 19.54%. The results of qualitative research show the same thing. This shows that the higher the organization climate, will higher the lecturer job’s satisfaction and vice versa.

2. There is a positive relationship between the transformational leadership and lecturer job’s satisfaction, with a correlation coefficient of 0.1452 or 14.52%. The results of qualitative research show the same thing. This shows that the higher the transformational leadership, will the lecturer job’s satisfaction and vice versa.

3. There is a positive relationship between interpersonal communication and lecturer job’s satisfaction, with a correlation coefficient of 0.0461 or 4.61%. The results of qualitative research show the same thing. This shows that the higher the interpersonal communication, will higher lecturer job’s satisfaction and vice versa.

4. There is a positive relationship between the organizational climate, transformational leadership and interpersonal communication together with private Islamic college lecturer job satisfaction with a correlation coefficient of 0.472. This indicates that lecturer job satisfaction can be improved through strengthening the organization climate, transformational leadership and interpersonal communication.
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